The thermod ynamic fun ction s C;/R, (IJo-E~)/ RT, -( w -E~)/ RT, a nd S Ol R for carbon dioxide in t he ideal gas state are given from 50° to 5,000° Ie, based on t he latest spectroscopic data.
Spectroscopic Constants
The spectroscopic constants used for C) 20~6 wi th the vibra tio nal energy formula are Vt = 1342.86 Cln-I , v2 = 667. 30 cm-I , xll =-2.20 cm-I , :£22 =-0.75 cm-I , X12 = 3.7 6 cm-I , and xtl = 1.03 cm-I , given by T aylor, Benedi ct, and Strong [5] , wit h 113= 2349.15 cm-I, X13 = -1. 8 .54 cm l , and x23=-]2 .48 cm-I , as indicated in a private communication from Benedict, and X33=-12 .46 cm -I , chosen to ftt th e observed 11496.5 cm -I at '/)3=5. The rota tional constan t Bo was taken as 0.39038 cm-I, received in a private communication from Earle K . Plyler, of the Bureau, as a preliminary value. For the stretching constan t Do, a th eoretical value of 0.132 X 10-6 cm-I was used on the ground that it was not ruled out by a preliminary empirical value of (0.165 cm-I ± 0.02 em-I) X 10-6 of Plyler. For rotational-vibrational interaction, the valueslXl = 0.00056 cm-I and lX2 = -0.00062 cm-I were given by Herzberg [6] , and lX3 = 0 .0031 em-1 was obtained from Plyler's n ewer data. The Fermi resonance constant lllo was taken as 51.01 cm=-t, correcting for a -12 factor in the publication of T aylor, Benedict, and trong.
. Method of Calculation
The calculation was performed by computing th e harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotator thermodynamic functions and adding corr ections for deviations from th is simple model. Corrections were made for anhannonicity, rotational-vibrational intcrac- 1 Figures in brackets indicate literature references at the end of this paper. tion , azimuthal quantum eHects, rotational str etching, and F ermi resonan ce. The first t hree of these corrections are .an extension of a m ethod indicated by Mayer and Mayer [7] for diatomic molecules and used for polyatomic molecules by Stockmayer , Kavanagh , and Mickley [8] . The gener al formulas as now extended are given in ano th er paper [9] . The constants as given in section 2 are in form for this use, with th e excep tion of V2, for which th e derived formu las require W2 = V2 -XI!' In th e pre en t application to carbon dioxide t h e anllarmonicity formula were carried throu gh th e econd-power terms (including cross products) but not through t he t hird-power terms. '1' h e rotational-vibrational interaction w a carried through the first power, second-p ower terms being omitted. The az imu th al B + g22 or B +Xll terms were carri ed through th e second power, third-power terms being omi tted . No correction was made for th e small splitt ing as ociated wi th azimuth al l-type doubling, on th e basis th at it eHect is enLirely negligible. Crossproduct terms between azimuthal and rotaLionalvibrational interaction, between az imuLhal and anharmoni c, and bet ween rotational-vibraLion al interaction and anllannonic constants were found to h ave small effect below 1,500° K and were omitted throughou t. It may be supposed that a complete and exact represen tation of th e energy levels would include correspoftding interaction terms, so that th e lack of such empiri cal constanLs may help justify the omission of related cross-product terms. In addition, t h e considerable uncertainty in many of th e available constants provides a greater uncertainty in the resulting table t h an th e effects of th e omitted cross-product terms. The procedure used in calculating th e eHect of Fermi resonance and th e results of that calculation ar c given in a separate publication [10] . No corrections were introduced for eith er vibrational or rotational cuLofl'.
The correction quantities contribu ting to th e th ermodynamic functions were calculated for C120~6 at 300°, 600°, 1,000°, 1,200°, 1,500°, 2, 000°, 3,000°, 4, 000°, and 5, 000° K, and for the specific h eat at several lower temperature. '1'he harmonic oscillator con tributions were computed at closer intervals and adjusted to frequencie represen ting a weighted average according to th e relative a bundance of th e isotopes. The molecular weight and rotational con stant were similarly taken for the natural isotopic mixture. 
Thermodynamic Functions
Th e thermodynamic functions calculated for carbon dioxide include h eat capacity, enthalpy, free energy, and entropy for the standard ideal gas state. The properties are listed in the dimensionless forms O:/R, (I-r-E~) /RT, -(r-E~~/RT, and So /R in table 1. The corrections added to the harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotator functions based on VI, V2, and V3, to obtain O; /R , (I-r-E~) /RT, and -(r -E~) IRT for C120~6, are given in table 2.
The amounts by which the functions for the natural mixture (omitting entropy of isotope mixing and of nuclear spin) exceed those for C I2 0 216 are given in table 3.
Although it was desired to produce an accurate table of thermodynamic functions , the new values have considerable uncertainty. Using some arbitrarily assigned uncertainties for so:ne of the constants, rough estimates of the magnitude of the uncertainties for the functions O~/R , (HO-E~) IRT, and -(F°-E~) IRT are listed in table 4 [The entropy of mixi ng of the dilTereot isotopic molecules a nd n uclear·spin entropies have been omitted.] - Values of coefficients of change of thermodynamic properties with respect to small changes of spectroscopic constants are given in table 5, 6, and 7, for the anhal'llonicity, rotation-vibration interaction, and the azimuthal B + Xll constants. If ensuing revisions of these constants involve only small changes, the corresponding revised thermodynamic functions can be adequately approximated with small proportionate changes. 
